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AbstractThe paper develops a method to solve higher-dimensional stochastic controlproblems in continuous time. A �nite di�erence type approximation scheme is usedon a coarse grid of low discrepancy points, while the value function at intermedi-ate points is obtained by regression. The stability properties of the method arediscussed, and applications are given to test problems of up to 10 dimensions. Ac-curate solutions to these problems can be obtained on a personal computer.Key words: Dynamic Programming, stochastic control, approximationJEL classi�cation: C 61
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1 IntroductionApplications of dynamic programming for models with state space of dimension higherthan two or three are plagued by the curse of dimensionality: the complexity of theproblem grows exponentially with the dimension of the problem. Speci�cally, the numberof grid points on which the solution is computed usually has to grow exponentially withthe number of dimensions in order to get a certain level of accuracy.This result holds on a worst case basis (Rust 1996). One might hope that for average,well-behaved problems one can �nd methods that are still practical in higher dimensions.This is of particular relevance in economics, where most problems use smooth functionalforms and have smooth solutions. The well known linear-quadratic approximationsalready provide solutions that are su�ciently accurate for many purposes. Higher orderapproximations can be obtained by perturbation methods (Judd 1996). Disadvantages ofboth methods are that they are based only on a local approximation about a steady state,and that restrictions on the control vector cannot easily be imposed. More accurateglobal approximations can be obtained by projection methods with polynomial bases.Judd (1992) has argued that these are suitable for the treatment of higher-dimensionalproblems. In one- or two-dimensional problems, projection methods have been shownto give very exact solutions in a very short time. In higher dimensions, however, thesemethods face the problem that the number of base functions n grows rather rapidly withthe number of dimensions, and that an n-dimensional nonlinear minimization problemmust be solved (Rust 1996).The latter problem was one of the motivations to explore a di�erent route. Inthis paper, I will try to exploit the smoothness of dynamic economic problems, yet staywithin the dynamic programming approach, based on value function and policy functioniterations on a �nite grid. No high-dimensional nonlinear maximization or root �ndingproblems are encountered here. I will use relatively small grids (about 1000-8000 points)for problems with up to 10 dimensions, and approximate the value function locally, basedon nearby points in the grid. I should stress that the paper makes no claim that thismethod succeeds in breaking the curse-of-dimensionality. As a referee has pointed out,the approximation scheme used here faces a curse of dimensionality problem, at least ona worst case basis. What the paper rather tries to show is that many nonlinear models3



of moderate dimension (up to about ten state variables) can be accurately solved on aPC. I have worked out the method for continuous time problems; similar ideas may beapplied to discrete time problems.Standard numerical applications of dynamic programming use a uniform grid. Inhigher dimensions, this is not really an option since the number of grid points \per dimen-sion" is very small: in the biggest 10-dimensional example to follow, it is 80001=10 = 2:46,which is not easily implemented with a uniform grid. A more exible approach uses so-called subrandom sequences or low discrepancy points. These points have two desirableproperties: They �ll the space relatively uniformly, thereby avoiding the loss of infor-mation that comes from points which are too close to each other. Second, it is possibleto use an arbitrary number of points, regardless of the dimension. Examples of lowdiscrepancy points are Halton, Sobol and Faure points. Sobol points performed bestin the Monte-Carlo integration study of (Paskov 1994), and they are implemented inPress, Flannery, Teukolsky and Vetterling (1986). Later studies (Papageorgiou andTraub 1996) indicate that generalized Faure points perform even better in �nancialapplications. The applications in the present paper use Sobol and generalized Faurepoints. The use of low discrepancy points in the context of dynamic programming wasadvocated by Rust (1996). Rust (1997b) provides the theoretical result that methodsbased on random sequences break the curse of dimensionality in a stochastic sense. Rust(1997a) has shown that policy iteration on low discrepancy grids outperforms methodsbased on either random grids or uniform grids for smooth problems even with only oneor two dimensions.I will refer to the method that I will present as \Value Function Regression" method,abbreviated VFR, since the value function will be approximated by regression methods.The idea of value function approximation has been used before (cf. for example Keaneand Wolpin, 1994). Contrary to their application, I consider in�nite horizon problemsand the approximation is done implicitly in every policy iteration step.The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 I will describe the general form ofthe problems to be solved, and describe briey the relevant aspects of standard methodsto solve continuous time stochastic control problems. Section 3 describes the ValueFunction Regression method, discusses its main properties, convergence issues and some4



computational aspects. Test applications are given in Section 4. Section 5 conludes.2 Continuous time stochastic control problems2.1 The general modelThe problems considered in this paper are of the formmin� E �Z 10 e��tu(x(t); �(t)) dt� (1)subject to dx = f(x; �)dt+ �(x) dz (2)where x is a vector of state variables, � a vector of control variables, and dz a vectorof independent Brownian motion processes. To simplify the discussion, the followingformulas refer to the case where the matrix � is diagonal. Section 3.4 describes howto deal with the general case in the framework of the VFR method. I will assumethroughout that � only depends on x, but it would not be di�cult to allow � to dependon the control �.2.2 Locally consistent approximationsThis section briey summarizes those aspects of the standard methods of stochasticcontrol that are immediately relevant for the method I will develope in Section 3. Con-tinuous time stochastic control problems are treated by a discretization technique basedon locally consistent approximations. The general framework is developed in Kushnerand Dupuis (1992).For the discretization we choose a time unit �t and a discrete grid, where hi denotesthe distance between grid points in the i-direction. Since we deal with di�usion processes,from time t to t +�t the system can only reach neighbouring points, which di�er fromthe current point in only one dimension. We de�ne ph(x; x� eihij�) as the probabilitythat the system will reach the point x� eihi at time t+�t, conditional on being at x attime t, and for a given control vector �. Here, ei is a vector with zero elements, except5



of element i which is equal to 1. Transition probabilities are determined byph(x; x� eihij�) = ��2i =2h2i + f�i (x; �)hi ��th (3)and ph(x; xj�) = 1�Xi �ph(x; x+ eihij�) + ph(x; x� eihij�)�where f+ and f� denote the positive and the negative part of function f , respectively.To make sure that all probabilities lie between 0 and 1, it is necessary to choose �thsmall enough, for example by�th = 1=maxx Xi ��2ih2i + fi(x; �)hi � (4)Using (3) we obtain (arguments were dropped for notational simplicity)E�xi = ���2i =2h2i + f+ihi �� ��2i =2h2i + f�ihi �� hi�th = fi�th (5a)E�x2i = ���2i =2h2i + f+ihi �+ ��2i =2h2i + f�ihi �� h2i�th= �2i�th + jfijhi�th = �2i�th + O(h3i ) (5b)E�xi�xj = 0 (5c)As equations (5) show, the discretization gives the right values for the �rst two momentsof the change in x and is therefore called \locally consistent". Based on local consistency,Kushner and Dupuis (1992) proove that the solution of the discretized system convergesto that of the continuous time system.3 The Value Function Regression methodIn this section I develop a method to solve higher-dimensional stochastic control prob-lems in continuous time. The idea is to compute the value function on a relatively coarsegrid of low discrepancy points, and �nd values at di�erent points by regression.3.1 Description of the methodFor a problem with d state variables, we choose a discrete time step �t and a set ofN grid points X = fxngn=1;::: ;N where xn 2 Rd. If, at time t, the dynamic system is6



in state xn, it will either stay there at time t + �t or change to a neighbouring statexn + hjej ; j = 1; : : : ; d. Since the grid X is very coarse, such a point will not be anelement of X . Let us denote the set of (2d �N) neighbouring points by X �.We now come to the task of computing the value function V (x;�) for a given set ofcontrols �. Collect the values V (x;�) for x 2 X in the vector v(�), those for x 2 X � inthe vector v�(�). The vector u(�) collects the values of instantaneous utility during thetime period �t, u(x; �) ��t, for x 2 X . These vectors satisfy the equationv(�) = u(�) + e���t h�11(�) �12(�)i 24 v(�)v�(�)35 (6)where the matrices �11(�) and �12(�) are the appropriate parts of the usual transitionprobability matrices. Of course, utility function and transition probability matricesdepend on the control �.Since X � is not part of the grid, the vector v� must be estimated from v by some formof approximation. If we choose a linear approximation scheme, we can write v� = Qvwith an N � (2d �N) matrix Q. Then (6) becomesv(�) � u(�) + e���t [�11(�) + �12Q(�)] v(�) (7)= u(�) + e���t��(�)v(�) (8)where ��(�) = [�11(�) + �12Q(�)]. Equation (8) looks very similar to a standard valueequation. There is one important di�erence, however: In the standard case, the matrix�(�) is a stochastic matrix, i.e., it has non-negative elements and the elements in arow add up to unity. This guarantees that v(�) = u(�) + e���t�(�)v(�) has a uniquesolution, to which the value iteration vk+1(�) = u(�) + e���t�(�)v(�) converges. Inaddition, the policy iteration scheme v(�k+1) = max� u(�) + e���t�(�)vk(�k) globallyconverges to the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation v = max� u(�) +e���t�(�)v(�). The matrix ��(�), on the other hand, also contains negative elements.Usual convergence proofs do therefore not apply to this method, and the stability of thealgorithm is our primary concern. Before investigating the issue of convergence, I will bemore speci�c on how to compute the approximation matrix Q in the next subsections.7



3.2 Approximation by regressionThere are many possible choices for the matrix Q. The method I use is a linear leastsquares regression, where the regression at a given point is local in the sense that it isonly based on nearby points. The local approximation has two advantages. First, it ismore exible than a global approximation and does not impose a functional form on thevalue function. This can be used in a next step to investigate the obtained value functionand improve the regressors. Second, it leads to a matrix �� that is relatively sparse,allowing the use of more grid points. In the following, I describe the approximationscheme which proved to be the most useful in the applications. The value of v (x+ hiei)is approximated byv (x+ hiei) � v(x) + @v(x)@xi hi + 12 @2v(x)@x2i h2i ; i = 1; : : : ; d (9)Estimates of the partial derivatives are obtained by regression, �tting a linear combina-tion of M known functions qm: v(x) = MXm=1 �mqm(x) + � (10)To present the details of the approximation, let us de�ne Z, DZj and D2Zjk as N �Mmatrices of which element (n;m) is given by qm(xn), @qm@xj (xn) and @2qm@xjxk (xn), respectively.Since, in the neighborhood of point xn, we base the approximation (10) only on the Napoints that are closest to xn, we extract the components belonging to those points: LetZn denote the Na�M matrix which collects the rows of Z belonging to the Na nearestpoints of xn, and de�ne DZnj and D2Znjk accordingly. The vector vn gives the valuefunction at these points. In the neighborhood of xn, we then apply (10) by using �n,the weighted least-squares estimate of � obtained by�̂n = �Zn 0
nZn��1 Zn 0
nvn (11)The weighting matrix 
n reects the di�erent weights of di�erent observations. Sincethe approximation is local, the idea is to give more weights to nearby points. The �rstand second derivatives of v(x) w.r.t. xj and xk are then given by DZnj �̂n and DZnjk�̂n,and approximation (9) becomesv (xn + hiei) � v(xn) +DZni �̂nhi + 12DZnii�̂nh2i (12)8



Equations (12) and (11) provide an approximation for (xn + hiei) that is linear in vand therefore determine the matrix Q in (7). This construction guarantees that the rowsums of Q are equal to 1 if a constant is among the approximating functions qj . Thisthen guarantees that the row sums of ��(�) are equal to 1.3.3 Choice of approximating functionsIt remains to �nd useful functions qm. The most obvious candidates are polynomialsin the state variables or in some transformation of the state variables. Second-orderpolynomials were therefore always included in the matrix Zn. Using higher order ap-proximations is problematic, however: just as in econometrics, too many regressors,compared to the number of data points (here: compared to the number of nearby pointsNa), will yield inaccurate forecasts. Rather than including higher order polynomialsright from the start, I use the following iterative strategy: I start using only quadraticfunctions on x or a transformation of x that seems plausible given the functional form ofcost function and dynamic equation. Since the approximation is only locally quadratic,the estimate of the value function so obtained is not quadratic and can be used to �ndbetter regressors. First, from some set of nonlinear transformations f(x) (power trans-formations or Box-Cox transformations are natural candidates, cf. Section 4.3) I choosef such that the value function can best be approximated, in terms of R2, as a quadraticfunction in f(x). Then I check the cubic functions in f(x) to see which ones are mostuseful in explaining the value function, and include a small number (about one halfof the number of quadratic functions, d(d + 1)=4) of them in the regressor set. ThenI choose the number of nearby points Na about three times as big as the number ofregressors.The above procedure is obviously rather simple and ad hoc. The approximationcould normally be improved by incorporating any available information on the solu-tion. One could use, for example, perturbation or projection methods (Judd 1996), ormethods that give accurate approximations to the deterministic version of the model,to generate suitable base functions (this is in the spirit of what Judd (1996) calls \hy-brid methods"). Since the search for better approximating functions is speci�c to anyparticular application, I have con�ned myself here to the above simple strategy.9



3.4 The choice of neighbouring pointsSince the neighbouring points are not part of the grid, the step sizes and directions canbe chosen independently of the grid, and can be di�erent at each point of the grid. Agood choice for the step size ishi = 0:5 �jbij � d ��t +q(jbij � d ��t)2 + 4�2i d ��t� (13)so that the system reaches every neighbouring point with probability 1=(2d). This meansthat the dynamic system has the desirable property to \mix" fast (Kushner and Dupuis1992, p.100).The freedom to choose the neighbouring points has three advantages. First, andmost importantly, we can choose h and �t small enough so that the local consistencyconditions (5) are satis�ed rather accurately. (The optimal choice of h is determinedby roundo� error considerations.) Second, we can easily allow for non-diagonal � in(2), that means non-diagonal covariance matrices. Rather than the unit vectors ei, wechoose step directions conforming to the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix ��0. Thequadratic approximations (9) and (12) are modi�ed in the obvious way, but otherwisethe nondiagonality causes no problem. This appears to be simpler than the modi�cationsnecessary in the standard method to account for strong correlation among error terms(Kushner and Dupuis 1992, Sect. 5.3.1). Third, small h facilitates the computation ofoptimal controls in each policy iteration. This is explained in the next subsection.3.5 Optimal controls and �rst order conditionsIn each policy iteration step, optimal controls have to be found based on the valuefunction V (x) that was obtained in the preceding step. Computation time is greatlyreduced by the fact that we need not solve the exact problem of the discretized model,but can take the solution of the �rst order conditions of the continuous time model, ifh is chosen small enough. To show this, note that the optimal control of the discretizedmodel at point x is given bymin� u(�)�th + e���thph(x; xj�)V h(x)+Xi �ph(x; x+ eihij�)V h(x+ eihij�) + ph(x; x� eihij�)V h(x� eihij�)�i (14)10



and that the minimand can be approximated asu(�)�th +e���t "ph(x; xj�) +Xi �ph(x; x+ eihij�) + ph(x; x� eihij�)�#V h(x)+ e���tXi �ph(x; x+ eihij�)� ph(x; x� eihij�)�V hi (x)hi+ 12e���tXi �ph(x; x+ eihij�) + ph(x; x� eihij�)�V hii (x)h2i +O(h3)= u(�)�th + e���t "V h(x) +Xi fiV hi (x)�th + 12Xi ��2i�th + jfijhi�th�V hii (x)#+O(h3)using the local consistency conditions (5a) and (5b). Dividing by �th and omittingconstants we get the equivalent problemmin� u(�) +Xi fiV hi (x) + 12Xi ��2i + jfijhi�V hi (x) + O(h) (15)Denoting by �� the solution to the �rst order conditiondu(��)d� = �Xi dfi(��)d� Viand by �min the solution to (15), we see that�min = �� +O(h)provided continuity of the relevant functions. For h small enough, we can thereforereplace �min by ��.3.6 Summary of the algorithm1. Fix N , the number of grid points, Na, the number of nearby points used forregression, and the approximating functions qm; m = 1; : : : ;M .2. For any point x 2 X �nd the Na closest points.3. Compute the matrix Q so that v� = Qv, by the methods described above.11



4. Determine starting values for the controls �0, for example by a linear-quadraticapproximation.5. Find the vector vk(�k) by solving equation (8).6. Find the controls �k+1 by solvingmax� u(x; �) + dXi=1 f i(x; �)@v(x;�)@xifor each x in X . The partial derivatives are obtained from the regression procedure.7. Repeat steps (5) and (6) until convergence is achieved (in practice: until����vk+1 � vk����sup < 10�6 ����vk����sup).8. Use the obtained solution to �nd better regressors, as explained in Section 3.3.Redo steps (5) { (7). Eventually repeat several times.Some details of the numerical implementation will be discussed in Section 3.10.3.7 ConvergenceIn the standard dynamic programming approach, the convergence of the policy itera-tion scheme can be proven under relatively weak conditions (Kushner and Dupuis 1992,p.155). As already mentioned, this is not the case for the VFR method, since the ana-logue of the transition matrix is not a stochastic matrix here. The following paragraphsgo through the steps of a standard proof, to see where things go wrong, and to see underwhat conditions we can nevertheless expect to get convergence of the VFR method.If we abbreviate the matrix e���t��(�) by R(�), we have, by de�nition of v(�k),that v(�k) = R(�k)v(�k) + u(�k)for each policy iteration k. Iterative substitution leads tov(�k) = Rm(�k)v(�k) + m�1Xi=0 Ri(�k)u(�k)12



For m ! 1, the �rst term on the rhs goes to zero if all eigenvalues of R are smallerthan one, and we get v(�k) = 1Xi=0 Ri(�k)u(�k)Proceeding to policy iteration k + 1, we havev(�k) = R(�k)v(�k) + u(�k)= R(�k+1)v(�k) + u(�k+1) + for some vector  � 0since, by de�nition, �k+1 minimizes R(�)v(�k)+u(�) over �. Iterating again, we obtainv(�k) = 1Xi=0 Ri(�k+1) (u(�k+1) + )= v(�k+1) + 1Xi=0 Ri(�k+1)In the standard DP algorithm, the nonnegativity of R ensures that v(�k) � v(�k+1). Inour case, R as well asP1i=0Ri contain negative elements1 and we cannot guarantee thatP1i=0 �Ri� is positive. However, the row sums ofP1i=0 �Ri� are equal to 1=(1�e���t),and the negative elements are small in absolute value compared to the positive rowsums. The experience from the test applications suggests that v(�k) � v(�k+1) alwaysholds if the method converges at all (except for minimal deviations, which are smallerthan the covergence criterion). If this is the case, v(�k) declines monotonically in k,and convergence is guaranteed if v(�k) is bounded from below. The latter condition isunproblematic if u(�) is bounded, and the eigenvalues of R are not larger than 1�e���t(those of �� not larger than 1). With declining v(�k), the standard proofs show thatthe solution to which v(�k) converges ful�lls the HJB equation.The crucial condition is therefore that the absolute values of the eigenvalues of �� arenot greater than 1. The next section will discuss how to achieve this. With this conditionful�lled, convergence in policy space is usually achieved in less than 10 iterations.1They are typically in columns that refer to state variables close to the boundary of the state space.In high dimensions, almost all points are close to the boundary of the state space in some dimension, sothat almost all columns will contain negative elements, and it is not possible to give a special treatmentto points at the boundary. 13



3.8 Eigenvalues of the transition matrixThe convergence analysis of the previous subsection has supposed that the eigenvaluesof ��(�) are not greater than 1 in absolute values. Since all rows of ��(�) add up toone (cf. Subsection 3.2), it has a unit eigenvalue, and therefore we can also say thatwe want the matrix ��(�) to have a spectral radius of 1. This is true for a stochasticmatrix, problems only arise because ��(�) has some negative entries. However, it turnsout that one can give conditions under which the matrix is very likely to satisfy thiscriterion.The most important condition is the following. While the state space of the theo-retical model may be unbounded, a numerical calculation on a �nite grid can obviouslyrepresent only a bounded region of the state space. It is desirable to choose this regionso that the dynamic system has a tendency to stay within this region. In other words, ifwe are close to the boundary, the controls should be such as to steer the system towardsthe centre of the region. It can be shown, at least in a somewhat simpli�ed setting,that this is the crucial requirement to make the transition matrix stable. The Appendixdemonstrates this for the case of a one-dimensional grid.Extensive numerical investigations have shown that this condition is necessary, butnot fully su�cient to make the policy iteration scheme stable. The iterations may alsobecome unstable if we try approximations that use too many base functions (for examplea cubic rather than a quadratic approximation) in comparison with the number of nearbypoints chosen for the approximation. The strategy described in Section 3.3 proved tobe robust in the test applications.3.9 Heuristic error boundsSection 3.7 has established conditions under which we can expect the policy iterations toconverge monotonically. In this section, we assume that we have obtained an estimateof the value function and the optimal policy in this way, and we also assume that wehad reached the same estimate, by monotonic convergence, if we had started from thetrue optimal policy (in the test applications this has always been the case). Underthese conditions we derive an error bound for the estimated value function. Again,the complexity of the approximation makes it impossible to derive this error bound14



strictly; at one point, we will have to invoke a heuristic argument. Nevertheless, thisheuristic error bound will provide important insights into the conditions that determinethe accuracy of the solution.Let us �rst derive an error bound on the estimated cost functional, for a given control�. It is useful to work with the discretized problem for �xed �t. Asume �t to be verysmall, so that the discretization error is irrelevant. The analysis only concerns the errorresulting from the value function regression, which dominates the discretization errorfor interesting cases. From now on we distinguish explicitly between the true (except forthe discretizaton error) cost functional v(�), which satis�es (6), and the approximatecost functional w(�), satisfying (8). Subtracting (6) from (8), we obtainw(�)� v(�) = e���t�(�)0@Q�w(�)� 24 v(�)v�(�)351A= e���t 24�(�)Q� (w(�)� v(�)) + �(�)0@Q�v(�)� 24 v(�)v�(�)351A35 (16)where �(�) = [�11(�);�12(�)] and Q� = [I; Q]0. The task is to derive an upper boundfor the supremum norm of this di�erence. In a �rst step, however, we make use of adi�erent vector norm, de�ned asjjxjj� =q(
�1x)H (
�1x) (17)Here, H denotes Hermitian transpose, and 
 is the matrix whose columns are theeigenvectors of �(�)Q�, all normalized to unit length. This norm is similar to theEuclidean norm, computed with the coe�cients of vector x w.r.t. the basis formed bythe normalized eigenvectors of �(�)Q�. (From a di�erent point of view, (17) is theEuclidian norm in a linear space where coe�cients are with respect to the basis 
�1.)We can now apply this norm to (16). Obviously, if all the eigenvalues of the matrix�(�)Q� are smaller than 1 in absolute value, jj�(�)Q�xjj� � jjxjj� and therefore, usingthe triangle inequality,jjw(�)� v(�)jj� � e���t 24jjw(�)� v(�)jj� + �������������(�)Q�v(�)��(�)24 v(�)v�(�)35�������������3515



and thereforejjw(�)� v(�)jj� � e���t1� e���t �������������(�)Q�v(�)��(�)24 v(�)v�(�)35������������� (18)The dependence of the norm on � is awkward; it would be very useful if we couldtranslate this inequality into an equality in the supremum norm. However, this is notstrictly possible: while it can be easily shown that jjxjjsup � pn jjxjj�, the supremumnorm does not provide an upper bound on the � norms that holds for all �. Here wehave to rely on a heuristic argument which is based on computational experience andwhich takes into account the characteristics of the vectors that appear on both sides of(18): the vector on the rhs of (18) is always dominated by a constant, since the absolutelevel of the value function can be much less precisely estimated than di�erences. Then,since the constant vector is an eigenvector of �(�)Q�, the corresponding coe�cient isseveral orders of magnitude greater than all other coe�cients, and in that case, it iseasily shown that jjxjjsup � jjxjj� =pN . The vector on the rhs of (18) has no specialrelationship to the eigenvectors of �(�)Q�, so that the coe�cients are more or less\randomly" distributed, having the same order of magnitude, and in that case jjxjjsupalways tends to be greater than jjxjj� =pN . If this is true, it is safe to rewrite (18) withsupremum norms, which givesjjw(�)� v(�)jjsup � e���t1� e���t �������������(�)Q�v(�)��(�)24 v(�)v�(�)35������������sup� e���t1� e���t ������������Q�v(�)� 24 v(�)v�(�)35������������sup= e���t1� e���t �(�) (19)with �(�) de�ned accordingly.To derive an upper bound on the deviation of the estimated optimal cost functional(value function) from the exact value function, let us de�ne �� as the true optimalcontrol, and �̂ as the estimated optimal control, to which the algorithm has converged.16



Then we have v(��) � v(�̂) (20)w(�̂) � w(��) (21)where the �rst equality is by de�nition of v, and the second follows from the assumptionof monotonic convergence from the true solution. From equations (20) and (21) and(19) for �� and �̂, we obtain for each component n of the cost vectorsvn(��) � wn(�̂) + e���t1� e���t �(�̂)wn(�̂) � vn(��) + e���t1� e���t �(��)Combining them gives an upper bound on the deviationjjv(��)� w(�̂)jjsup � e���t1� e���t max f�(��); �(�̂)g (22)It remains to �nd a more useful expresson for the �'s. Equation (13) provides a rela-tionship between the step size hi and time �t. Somewhat simpli�ed, we havehi = 8><>:jbij � d ��t if b dominatesq�2i d ��t if �2 dominates (23)If �b and �� are some upper bounds on derivatives and variance (possible depending onx), we can use (9) to obtain the bounds�(�) � d ��t �maxn����verrx (�) � �b����sup ; 12 ����verrxx (�) � ��2����supo (24)where verrx (�) and verrxx (�) are the approximation errors of the gradient and Hessian ofv(�) for given regression functions. Inserting into (22), we obtain for small �tjjv(��)� w(�̂)jjsup � d� maxn ����verrx (��) � �b����sup ; 12 ����verrxx (��) � ��2����sup ;����verrx (�̂) � �b����sup ; 12 ����verrxx (�̂) � ��2����sup o (25)The error bound in equation (25) depends on the estimation error of derivatives for thetrue value function, and of the true cost function for the estimated control. Even if thetrue value function is well approximated by the regressors so that �(��) is small, the17



value function for some bizarre choice of � may not be well approximated, and �(�) maybe large. This again underlines the necessity to start from a reasonable speci�cationof �, so that the corresponding cost functional in each policy iteration step is wellapproximated.The numerical tests in Section 4 will demonstrate the usefulness of equation (25).3.10 Computational issuesThe code was written in ANSI C, and executed on a Pentium 200 PC, using the Linuxoperating system and the GNU C-compiler.The main computational problem is the solution of the large linear system (8) ineach policy iteration step. The matrix ��(�) is sparse, but not very sparse: Eachrow contains as many non-zero elements as nearby points are used for regression. In thelargest application so far, I had 8000 rows with 200 non-zero elements in each row. Stateof the art are conjugate-gradient methods, for which C-code is available from Barrett,Berry, Chan, Demmel, Donato, Dongarra, Eijkhout, Pozo, Romine and van der Vorst(1993). I used the GMRES method (Barrett et al. 1993, p.19), which seems preferablefor not very sparse systems of moderate dimension, since the storage requirement isproportional to the dimension, so that the method need not be restarted very often.Using a good preconditioner is essential; the D-ILU preconditioner (Barrett et al. 1993,p.45) appears to work very well. The above system of 8000 linear equations can besolved on the PC in about 80 seconds. To speed up the process one could apply simpleCoarse Grid { Fine Grid schemes (I could not yet implement a full multigrid method),but since the GMRES method works so well, it does not seem worth the e�ort.4 Test application4.1 Design of the testThe heuristic error analysis has shown that the accuracy of the estimated value functionwill mainly depend on how close the true solution is to the span of the approximatingfunctions. The quality of the approximating functions in turn depends on our priorinformation about the model, and the question \What is the precision this method can18



achieve for a given model?" is therefore not a very meaningful one. This open characterof the method makes it di�cult to evaluate its accuracy. For a test model with knownanalytic solution, we must \ignore" this information, in order to get a reasonable testof the accuracy of the method.It is therefore more important to look at the qualitative properties of the methodfor a range of models with di�ering degrees of nonlinearity. The tests should provideevidence on whether the heuristic analysis of convergence and error bounds is actuallyvalid. In particular, the test applications are designed to answer the following questions:1. Under what conditions does the method converge? How stable is the convergence?2. Is the end result sensitive to starting values of the policy function?3. Are the heuristically derived error bounds valid?4. If the value function is not well approximated by the base functions, does the methodprovide ways to �nd better base functions?5. How does noise a�ect the accuracy of the solution?6. How does nonlinearity a�ect the accuracy of the solution?7. How does the accuracy vary with the number of dimensions and number of gridpoints?4.2 Test modelThe starting point is the simplest model available, the linear quadratic control problem,where the quadratic objectiveE �Z 10 e��t �x0Qx+ u0Ru� dt�is minimized over the control vector u s.t. the linear dynamic equationdx = (Ax+Bu)dt + � dzIt is well known that the optimal control u is linear in x, and the value function isquadratic in x: v(x) = x0V x+ v0; u(x) = Ux (26)19



for some matrices V and U and scalar v0. To serve as a test problem, this simple problemhas to be transformed into one that is di�cult to solve for the numerical method. Thiscan be done by operating on a di�erent state space. De�ney = T (x) (27)where T : Rd ! Rd is any invertible, twice continuously di�erentiable vector function.In the new state space, the original problem (1) and (2) is transformed into the equivalentproblem to minimize E�Z 10 e��t h�T�1(y)�0QT�1(y) + u0Rui dt�s.t. (cf. Ito's lemma, Kushner and Dupuis, 1992, p.13)dyi = �DTi � �AT�1(y) + Bu� + 12 tr �D2Ti � ��0�� dt+DTi � � dz (28)where DTi and D2 Ti are the Jacobian and Hessian of the i-th component of T , respec-tively. In terms of y, the solution is given byv(y) = T�1(y)0V T�1(y) + v0; u(y) = UT�1(y) (29)While this problem is very simple in x-space, the dynamic equation, the cost function,the value function and the optimal control in y-space may be highly nonlinear, dependingon the chosen speci�cation of T . Critical for the present method is the functional form ofthe value function, compared to the regressors used. One aspect of the original solutionremains: the control is independent of the level of noise. But I think that this does notfacilitate the numerical solution in any way.The test applications use the following numerical speci�cation: The discount factoris � = 0:05, so that the time period conforms roughly to one year in economic models.To be able to calculate the exact solution as accurately as possible, I start from adiagonal system, where B, Q and R are identity matrices, and the diagonal entries ofA are between -0.2 and -1, so that the components of the system tend to return to thesteady steady within a time span of 1 to 5 periods. The diagonal system is subject to acomposition of three transformations:T (x) = F (�(G(x))) (30)20



where F and G are constant unitary matrices (eigenvalues on the unit circle), and� is a diagonal nonlinear transformation. That means, the diagonal system is �rstrotated, then subjected to a component-wise nonlinear transformation, and (in somecases) rotated again. The benchmark case of the next section uses�i(x) = (x+ ki)pi ; i = 1; : : : ; d (31)where ki is some constant, and F = Id (the system is rotated only once). The powerspi are equally distributed between 0.5 and 2; with two dimensions, p1 = 2 and p2 = 0:5,with four dimensions, p1 = 2, p2 = 1:5,p1 = 1, p2 = 0:5 etc.In all applications, the state space was chosen as a hypercube in y-space such thatit approximately covers the hypercube [�1; 1]d in x-space. In a linear-quadratic model,the choice of scale is relevant only for considering what is a \large" level of noise. Largemust be understood as in comparison to the region on which the model is solved. Theapplications use values of � up to 0.3, which means that, in each dimension, the regionthat the system can reach within one period with probability 0.95 covers 60 percent ofthe state space.4.3 ResultsIn order to evaluate the accuracy achieved with the VFR method, it is useful to com-pare it to the results obtained from a more conventional method. The policy iterationscheme of Kushner and Dupuis (1992) with locally consistent discrete approximation asdescribed in Section 2.2 can probably be considerd as the standard method to handlecontinuous time stochastic control problems. In the usual form it cannot be appliedto higher-dimensional problems. I therefore apply it to a 2-dimensional problem, andthen ask whether VFR can achieve the same accuracy for problems of up to 10 dimen-sions. The problems were standardized so that a meaningful comparison of the accuracybetween applications in di�erent dimensions is possible.Table 1 provides the results of the standard method for the 2-dimensional bench-mark case with di�erent grid sizes. The �rst line corresponds to the solution on agrid of 10000 (100 � 100) points with a standard deviation of noise in x-space of� = 0:1 for both variables. The following lines describe the results for di�erent pa-21



rameter combinations, whereby parameters that are not listed conform to the speci�-cation in the �rst line. To measure accuracy, the maximal deviation of the solutionfrom the exact solution is provided, more precisely ����vexact � vappr����sup = ����vexact����supand maxdi=1 n����uexacti � uappri ����sup = ����uexacti ����supo. The supremum was taken over all gridpoints, including those at the boundary of the state space, since the accuracy was equallygood at the boundary. The results show that the accuracy increases systematically inN , but slowly: an increase in N by a factor of 100 is necessary to increase accuracy bya factor of about 10. No systematic relationship between � and accuracy appears.Parameters Maximal deviationN � v u10000 0.1 2.12e-02 6.38e-032500 4.33e-02 1.30e-02900 7.42e-02 2.21e-02100 3.01e-01 6.68e-020.0 1.05e-02 9.44e-030.2 2.33e-02 3.40e-03Table 1: Results for standard method, 2-dimensional benchmark modelTable 2 provides results for VFR on a Sobol grid for several variants of the 6-dimensional model.2 The parameters are N , the number of Sobol points, the standarddeviation � (the same for all variables) in x-space, and \Rep.", giving the number ofrepetitions of the algorithm to improve the regressors, cf. Step 8 in Section 3.6 andSection 3.3. The entry \0+" means that third order polynomial terms were included,but no search over nonlinear transformation performed. As functions f(:) I simply usednon-negative powers of the individual series. Working in y-space, this meansfi(yi) = yrii (32)If the transformations of the state space are of the form (31) and F = I , the correctchoice of ri (namely ri = 1=pi) will obviously make the true value function quadratic2I have also run part of the models using generalized Faure points, but I could not detect a systematicadvantage of either type of sequences, and I do therefore not report the results.22



Parameters Maximal deviationN � Rep. v D v D2 v u EBound1) Quadratic value function200 0.1 0 4.97e-03 3.50e-04 3.61e-04 6.65e-04 1.54e-122) Powers 0.2{5, exact base functions200 0.1 0 4.54e-03 2.50e-04 2.51e-04 6.43e-04 2.84e-083) Benchmark1000 0.1 2 3.76e-02 6.97e-03 1.13e-02 9.99e-03 2.20e-010 6.82e-01 8.94e-02 1.78e-01 8.94e-02 3.38e-000+ 1.49e-01 1.75e-02 3.09e-02 2.51e-02 4.32e-011 7.07e-02 1.07e-02 1.79e-02 1.53e-02 3.34e-015 7.89e-04 1.72e-03 2.72e-03 2.46e-03 7.39e-0210 4.96e-03 4.36e-04 7.97e-04 1.04e-03 9.06e-03200 7.08e-02 1.17e-02 2.52e-02 2.81e-02 7.69e-01500 1.41e-02 8.22e-03 1.36e-02 1.61e-02 4.85e-011500 1.44e-02 3.77e-03 6.34e-03 5.41e-03 2.41e-010.0 6.07e-02 6.99e-03 1.11e-02 1.00e-02 3.02e-010.2 1.56e-02 6.76e-03 1.13e-02 9.70e-03 1.22e-010.3 3.54e-03 6.32e-03 1.05e-02 9.29e-03 7.07e-024) Powers 0.25{41000 0.1 2 5.28e-01 3.92e-02 6.43e-02 6.22e-02 2.82e-010 1.39e-00 1.71e-01 3.66e-01 1.88e-01 4.31e-0010 3.67e-02 2.98e-03 5.37e-03 4.72e-03 1.74e-025) Logistic 0.05-0.21000 0.1 2 1.63e-01 1.58e-02 2.83e-02 1.86e-02 1.47e-000+ 1.67e-01 1.55e-02 2.86e-02 1.86e-02 1.47e-006) Logistic 0.1{0.41000 0.1 2 5.79e-01 5.66e-02 1.11e-01 6.07e-02 5.54e-000+ 5.92e-01 5.71e-02 1.13e-01 6.06e-02 5.40e-007) Powers 0.7{1.5, F unitary1000 0.1 2 1.48e-00 2.85e-01 4.11e-01 3.04e-01 6.75e-000+ 4.56e-01 1.33e-01 2.07e-01 1.42e-01 4.27e-008) Logistic 0.1{0.4, F unitary1000 0.1 2 1.41e-00 1.53e-01 5.42e-01 2.98e-01 1.75e+010+ 1.10e-00 1.51e-01 3.74e-01 2.73e-01 1.44e+01Table 2: Results for VFR method, 6-dimensional model23



in f(y). The question is whether the method can endogenously �nd out approximatelycorrect values for the ri.The accuracy measures provided are the same as in Table 1, and in addition supre-mum norms are given for the error in the estimated �rst and second derivative of thevalue function. The derivative was always computed in x-space, not in y-space, sincethe Hessian in x-space is constant, which allows a better interpretation of the resultsand comparison across di�erent transformations T . More precisely, the errors aredmaxi=1 ��������@vexact@xi � @vappr@xi ��������sup = dmaxi=1 ��������@vexact@xi ��������supdmaxi=1 dmaxj=1 ��������@2vexact@xi@xj � @2vappr@xi@xj ��������sup = dmaxi=1 dmaxj=1 �@2vexact@xi@xj �The supremum was taken over a (pseudo-) random sample of max(1000; N) points fromthe inner part of the state space (corresponding to the hypercube [�0:7; 0:7]d in x-space). These points are not part of the low discrepancy grid on which the solutionwas developed, but obtained from the value function on the original grid by the sameapproximation scheme that was used in the policy iteration. The last column of Table 2provides a tightened version of the error bound (25), based on the estimated errors of�� and using the exact values of b and � rather than any bounds. Again, derivativeswere taken in x-space, not y-space.Cases 1) and 2) illustrate the maximum accuracy the method can achieve, namelywhen the value function is actually spanned by the regressors. Case 1) is the simplestone, where � is the identical transformation, so that the value function is quadraticin y. The approximation error for the derivatives of v is practically zero, which isreected in an error bound of about 1e-12. Due to a �nite �t the actual deviation isof course greater, but it is about one order of magnitude smaller than for the standardmethod in 2 dimensions. This is achieved with only 200 data points in 6 dimensions.Case 2) introduces strong nonlinearity in the transition equation, by using exponentialtransformations varying from 0.2 to 5 for the di�erent variables. However, using asregressors quadratic functions in the appropriate powers3 of y, the regressors span thevalue function and the accuracy is the same as in Case 1). This justi�es the claim3In addition, I transformed the Sobol grid so that points are evenly distributed in yp-space, not iny-space. This is another way to improve the accuracy of the method.24



that the accuracy is not a�ected by nonlinearity in the dynamic equation etc., whatcounts is only how well the value function is approximated by the regressors. For allthe calculations I have used �t = 0:00001. It is in fact possible to increase the accuracyin cases 1) and 2) by a factor of more than ten by using even smaller �t, but it turnsout that this a�ects accuracy negatively in other cases, probably due to roundo� errorproblems. So I stick to the above speci�cation.Case 3) is the benchmark case, with exponential transformations of the state vari-ables, where initially the only regressors are second order polynomials in y. If no repeti-tions are performed to improve the regressors, the approximation is accordingly poor, ascan be seen from the second line of Case 3). Increasing the number of iterations, the ac-curacy increases constantly, and for 10 iterations it is almost as good as in Cases 1) and2). Fixing the number of repetitions at 2, the next lines show that the accuracy increasessteadily with the number of grid points. Finally, varying the degree of stochastics, wesee that the accuracy increases slightly with the level of noise. This can probably beexplained by the fact that noise has a tendency to smooth the solution, so that it canbe better approximated by smooth regressor functions. Case 4) is very similar, but witheven higher degree of nonlinearity. Finally the same accuracy is reached, but only aftermore repetitions. These examples show that VFR, for a problem of 6 dimensions anda grid of 1000 points, can reach a level of accuracy as high as the standard method for2 dimensions on a grid of 10000 points. To achieve this, we need to have a good ideaabout the functional form of the value function.Cases 5){8) di�er from the foregoing cases in that the value function is not in thespan of the regressors, not even if we use the optimal values of the ri's. Case 5) appliesthe logistic transformation�i(x) = ai1 + bie�ci i = 1; : : : ; d (33)with values of ci between 0.05 and 0.2. Since the logistic function has a turning point,functions of the form (32) are of no help, and cases 5) and 6) show that the attempt toimprove the approximation is useless. Correspondingly, the accuracy decreases consid-erably.Cases 7) and 8) use F 6= I , so that y is a linear combination of nonlinear transfor-mations, which cannot be reversed by looking for suitable transformations on individual25



variables. The accuracy of the method decreases even more, and interestingly, the at-tempt to improve the regressors can make things worse, as demonstrated by case 7). Theerror bound in both cases shows that the value function is very poorly approximatedby the regressors. I have made no further e�ort to improve the regressors; importantabout cases 7) and 8) is not so much the accuracy achieved, but the fact that even whenthe approximation is so poor that it is almost useless, the method still converges. Thisindicates that accuracy, and not the stability of the policy iteration, is what actuallylimits the applicability of the method. I have to add, however, that the method maywell break down if the regressors provide a too bad approximation to the value function.This happens, for example, with transformations (31) and powers from 0.2 to 5 and asecond order polynomial approximation in y.Interesting from Table 2 is also the close correlation between the calculated errorbound and the actual sup-norm deviation of v. The latter one is always smaller by afactor between 2 and 10, except in the cases where the value function is exactly spanned.This con�rms that (25) is the key equation to understand the accuracy of the method.Summarizing the above results, we can answer the questions posed in Section 4.1.First and most importantly, the method shows stable convergence behavior, even in caseswhere the true value function is poorly approximated by the regressors. The startingpoint of the iterations is not too crucial: all the above results were obtained by startingfrom a linear approximation of the controls in y-space, which conforms to what we getfrom a linear-quadratic approximation about the stationary state. In should always bepossible to get starting values at least as good as that. Starting the results from theexact solution leads to virtually identical results (which are therefore not reported).Moreover, the estimated value function that we obtain contains information that can beused to �nd better regressors, and to iteratively improve the accuracy of the solution.This may often require a more sophisticated analysis of the obtained solution than theone employed here, but the important point is that the estimated value function containsthis information.The results also show that a higher level of noise does not negatively a�ect the accu-racy of the solution, the comparative advantage of the method is therefore in the solutionof models with signi�cant amount of noise. Nonlinearity of the dynamic equation is no26



problem. Important is only whether good approximating functions are available for thetrue value function.Finally I present results that should shed some light on question 7. As I said inthe Introduction, I cannot make any theoretical claim relating to the curse of dimen-sionality. It might nevertheless be useful to have at least some preliminary evidence onthe additional computational e�ort that is necessary to deal with more state variables.Figure 1 displays the accuracy for the benchmark model (maximal deviation of u) in2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 dimensions for grid sizes of 63, 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000 and8000. Roughly speeking, it seems that an increase of 2 in the number of dimensionsrequires about a fourfold increase in the number of grid points, but one should be awarethat these numbers are probably strongly model-dependent. The change in the com-putational burden is of course higher, since the number of nearby points is increasingquadratically in the dimension. To cite just one example, the change from 6 dimensionsand 1000 grid points to 8 dimensions and 4000 grid points increases computation timeby a factor of about 12.5 ConclusionsThis paper has explored the use of value function regression for solving continuoustime stochastic dynamic programming problems, and has given some test applications.The applications show that smooth problems with up to about 10 state variables canbe accurately solved on a PC. This conclusion is also supported by former tests withdisaggregated stochastic growth models (Reiter 1997).While the overall method is rather complicated, most of the work can be done bylibrary functions. The speci�c application has to compute the derivatives of the statevariables, for given controls, and the optimal control variables, given the value functionand its derivatives. More work has to be done only if regressor functions must beprovided that are particularly suitable for the speci�c application. In my experience,this is the only step where \babying" of the method might be necessary. If suitableregressors are found, the method convergences without problems and in predictible time.No nonlinear optimization or equation solving is needed.A further advantage of the method is that restrictions on state and control variables27
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Figure 1: Accuracy in benchmark model, 2 to 10 dimensions
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can be handled in the same straightforward way as in the standard Bellman algorithm,with the following quali�cation: restrictions on control variables usually lead to a valuefunction with discontinuous �rst derivatives, which cannot be very well approximatedby smooth functions. Experimenting with non-smooth approximating functions is leftfor future work.A Eigenvalue analysis in a simple one-dimensional caseA.1 PreliminariesIn the following, we will encounter matrices of the formf1a01 + f2a02 (34)where the fi's and ai's are arbitrary column vectors (of same size) and the prime denotestransposition. Obviously, this matrix has rank at most two, and therefore not more thantwo nonzero eigenvalues. To obtain the nonzero eigenvalues, we try eigenvectors of theform (�1f1 + �2f2) and some algebra shows that the eigenvalues are�1;2 = 12 �a01f1 + a02f2 �q(a01f1 � a02f2)2 + 4a01f2 � a02f1�which reduces to a01f1 and a02f2 if one of the cross terms a01f2 or a02f1 is zero.A.2 Eigenvalue analysisThe eigenvalue analysis in the general case is obviously very di�cult, if not impossible.Therefore, I restrict myself to the one-dimensional problem on a uniform grid, andinvestigate the case where the quadratic approximation is based on all grid points, notonly on the nearest points. The qualitative conclusions from this analysis seem to beborne out by the more complex practical applications in this paper.The grid has size N , the grid points are xn; n = 1; : : : ; N . W.l.o.g. we cannormalize the state space so that Pn xn = 0 and the di�erence between grid points isequal to 1. We use the quadratic approximation:V̂ (x) = �0 + �1x+ �2x2 (35)29



The parameter estimates �̂ are then given by0BB@�̂0̂�1̂�21CCA = Bv; B = �Z0Z��1 Z 0; Z = (e;X;X:X)where X is the column vector of grid points, e is a column vector of ones, v is the valuefunction vector, and the lower dot means element-by-element multiplication of columnvectors. B is a 3�N matrix, for which we obviously haveBZ = I (36)The matrix �� = �11 + �12Q can be written0BBB@P 1 0. . .0 Pn1CCCA0BBB@Q1. . .Qn1CCCA (37)where Pn = (pn0; pn�; pn+) is a 1 by 3 matrix containing the probabilities that thesystem stays at xn or switches to xn�h or xn+h. The 3�N -matrices Qn are obtainedfrom the approximationV (xn � h) = V (xn)� V 0(xn)h+ 0:5V 00(xn)h2 (38)where V (xn) is known since xn is a grid point, and the �rst and second derivatives V 0and V 00 are based on (35). More explicitly, the block Qn is2664 e0ne0n � (B01 + 2B02xn)h +B02h2e0n + (B01 + 2B02xn)h +B02h23775 (39)where B00, B01 and B02 denote the rows of B, and e0n is a row vector of zeros, except ofelement n which is equal to one. Inserting (39) into (37) we obtain�� = I + h (P+ � P�)B01 + �2h [(P+ � P�) :X ] + h2 (P� + P+)	B02 (40)where P� and P+ are column vectors with elements pn� and pn+, respectively. In lightof (3) and (4) we have (P+ � P�) = h � f(x; �)� and (P� + P+) = �2� where the factor30



� = 1=(maxx ��2 + hf(x; �)	) is almost independent of h for very small values of h.Then we can write (40) as�� = I + �h2�f(x; �)�B01 + h2� �2f(x; �):X + �2�B02The matrix �� is of the form (34). De�ning f1 = h2�f(x; �), f2 = h2� �2f(x; �):X + �2�a01 = B01 and a02 = B02, we see that the eigenvalues of �� are given by�1;2 = 1 + 12 �a01f1 + a02f2 �q(a01f1 � a02f2)2 + 4a01f2 � a02f1�A set of su�cient conditions for j�1;2j to be smaller than 1 is then�1 < a01f1 < 0 (41a)�1 < a02f2 < 0 (41b)a01f1 � a02f2 > a01f2 � a02f1 (41c)a01f1 � a02f2 > �1 (41d)Since f1 und f2 decrease quadratically in h, conditions (41d) as well as the �rst inequali-ties in (41a) and (41b) are easily met by choosing h small enough (this is not restrictive).Crucial are the sign restrictions in (41a) and (41b), and condition (41c). The nature ofthese conditions can be most easily seen by considering cases where the time derivativef(x; �) depends linearly on x, in particular the case f(x; �) = ax. Since the center ofour state space was normalized to zero, this means that x tends to the central value ifa < 0, and tries to leave the state space if a > 0. Using (36) we geta01f1 = h2�B01f(x; �) = h2�aB01X = h2�a (42)a01f2 = h2�B01 �2f(x; �):X + �2� = h2� �2aB01(X:X) + �2B01e� = 0 (43)a02f1 = h2�B02f(x; �) = h2�aB02X = 0 (44)a02f2 = h2�B02 �2f(x; �):X + �2� = h2� �2aB02(X:X) + �2B02e� = 2h2�a (45)and see that conditions (41) are met if and only if a < 0, which conforms to the resultstated in Section 3.8: The control must be chosen such that the state variable tends toreturn to the mid-point x = 0.The analysis reveals another interesting aspect of the approximation scheme: Thematrix �� � I is of rank two, it maps into zero all those vectors that make a zero31



contribution to �1 and �2. These vectors form a (n � 2)-dimensional subspace. Thematrix �I � e���t����1, which transforms the revenue into the value function, thereforemagni�es by 1=(1 � e���t) all those components that make a zero contribution to �1and �2. The intuitive explanation is that those components have an estimated �rstand second derivative of zero, the component is estimated as constant and thereforemultiplied by 1=(1� e���t).ReferencesBarrett, R., Berry, M., Chan, T., Demmel, J., Donato, J., Dongarra, J., Eijkhout,V., Pozo, R., Romine, C. and van der Vorst, H.: 1993, Templates for the Solu-tion of Linear Systems: Building Blocks for Iterative Methods, Siam Publications,Philadelphia, PA.Judd, K. L.: 1992, Projection methods for solving aggregate growth models, Journal ofEconomic Theory 58(2), 410{52.Judd, K. L.: 1996, Approximation, perturbation, and projection methods in economicanalysis, in H. M. Amman, D. A. Kendrick and J. Rust (eds), Handbook of Com-putational Economics, Elsevier, Amsterdam.Keane, M. P. and Wolpin, K. I.: 1994, The solution and estimation of discrete choicedynamic programming models by simulation and interpolation: Monte Carlo evi-dence, Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, Sta� Report 181.Kushner, H. J. and Dupuis, P. G.: 1992, Numerical methods for stochastic control prob-lems in continuous time, Springer, London and Tokyo.Papageorgiou, A. and Traub, J.: 1996, Beating Monte Carlo, Risk 9(6), 63{5.Paskov, S. H.: 1994, Computing high dimensional integrals with applications to �nance,Columbia University, Dept. of Computer Science, Techn. Rep. CUCS-023-94.Press, W., Flannery, B., Teukolsky, S. and Vetterling, W.: 1986, Numerical Recipes,Cambridge University Press. 32
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